Warranty Statement

Any damage incurred (including Engines), however unlikely, as a result of the SeaStar Solutions Optimus 360 system being used in conjunction with the Yamaha DEC control system or any other Optimus 360 approved outboard, will be covered under SeaStar Solutions warranty policy.

Best Power Boat Steering in the World

SeaStar Solutions has made an historic change in boat handling, with its revolutionary Optimus Electronic Power Steering (EPS) for single, twin, triple and quad outboard engine boats. With Optimus EPS, you can take command of your boat without having to arm-wrestle for control. Lock-to-lock turns and wheel effort automatically adjust based on engine RPM to provide superior handling and comfort.

Features
- No oil at helm
- Boat that steers like a sports car
- Plug and play autopilot compatibility
- Auto-Adjustable speed sensitive wheel effort
- Auto-Adjustable speed sensitive turns lock to lock
- On demand pumps which extend battery life
- Components based on existing SeaStar reliability and quality
- NMEA 2000 Certified

SeaStar is “Power Boat Steering” with the best innovations, the best quality and the best technical support, because SeaStar develops and manufactures all products in house.
**People’s choice in Joystick Docking Control**
Innovative 3 zone Joystick algorithms reduce the shifting and movement of engines providing ultimate control.

**Revolutionary GPS Anchor System**
SeaStar was the first to develop and release SeaStation which is a GPS anchor system that allows you to individually hold position, heading or both at a touch of a button.

**Features**
- Intuitive high precision Joystick docking with confidence
- Seamless integration with electronic controlled engines
- Innovative 3 zone Joystick algorithms reduce the shifting and movement of engines
- Less parts translates to less maintenance
- SeaStation – GPS anchor system

**Designed and manufactured by SeaStar Solutions**
When you receive your system, you have the confidence that all the components are designed and manufactured by SeaStar Solutions, along with rigorous testing, to provide years of steering pleasure and reliability.

www.seastarsolutions.com